
WORKSHOP CARDS FOR OPERATION OF THE HYDRALIC SYSTEM 
 

With every repair to the hydraulic system of a car equipped with LHS2 or LHM, these 
workshop cards must be consulted 

 
 
1st/ Take the card that corresponds to the action to be performed 
 
2nd/ Compare the part number of the seal to be mounted on the drawing 
 
3rd/ Compare this on the corresponding list on the right side of the card:  
The first column gives the number in the drawing. 
 
4th/ The second indicates the relevant DS model types on which this part is mounted. 

(see NOTE on the bottom of this card) 
 
5th/ The following three columns successively indicate the location of the seal, the number of these per 

part or per car and the shape of the seal 
 
6th/ The last columns indicate the part numbers in the case of LHS2 or LHM. 

The colour of it indicates the color of the seal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The boxes in the LHS2 column, which consist of two colors, one black, the other red or white, indicate: 
 
a) black and red: the seal has not changed, the part number has remained the same. These seals are only for 
vehicles with LHS2. To distinguish them from the old ones, they are now marked red. 
Until the supply is exhausted, non-marked seals are always used. (see “Examples. 1st / Number 6”) 
 
b) black and white: the seal has changed in material, the part number has changed. 
The part number is the black body corresponding to the old seal, which is not marked. On vehicles with LHS2, 
these must be used until the stock runs out  
The number in the white box corresponds to the new seal, which is marked white. This seal can be used at the 
location indicated for both LHS2 and LHM-equipped vehicles. (see “Examples. 2nd / number 11) 
 
c) the white boxes, without number, indicate the seals that are not applicable to cars with the respective fluid. 
(See “Examples. 3rd / number 2”) 
 

NOTE: the type designations used follow below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

black box unmarked seal 
red box seal with red mark 
white box seal with white mark 
green box seal with green mark 

DS: DS19 
ID: ID19   until July 1965 
IDF: ID19 F 
 
DX: DS21 
DJ: DS21M 
DY: DS19a 
DL: DS19Ma  after September 1965 
DF: Break 21 
DLF: Break 19a  

 
DE:  ID19 of September 1966 
DV:  ID19 after September 1966 
 
AT: all types 



 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: The parts of vehicles equipped with LHM must be cleaned with petrol. They 
must definitely not be cleaned with alcohol or with hexylene glycol. 

 
PLEASE NOTE THE LOCATION OF THE MARKS 

 
Merk = mark 
Druk = pressure 

 
Seal under a plug   Seal in a plunger   Seal in a cylinder 

 
 
Attention: the white marked seals have to be REPLACED after each assembly 
 
 
 
Examples: see workshop card no. D-01/10 - Identification of seals in the small circuit 
 
1st / Number 6 - cars: all types 
 - seal location: pipe seal between pump and regulator 
 - number: 1 
 - form: piece of tube 

- column LHS2: black box with the D 453 - 60 and red box with the no. D 453- 60: This 
means that the unmarked seal can be used until the supply is exhausted, after which the red 
marked seals D 453 - 60 must be fitted. 

 - column LHM: the green-marked seal no. NN 394 - 87 must be used on vehicles equipped 
with LHM. 

 
 
2nd / number 11 - cars: all types 
 - place: between sieve holder and reservoir 
  - number: 1 
 - shape: round ring 

- column LHS2: no. DS 453 - 119 in black box and 4878 - S in white box. The seals DS 453 
- 119 that are not marked can be used on cars equipped with LHS2. Then the white-marked 
seals 4878 - S must be used. 

 - column LHM: the white marked seal no. 4878 - S should be used on vehicles with LHM. 
 
 
3rd / number 2  - cars: type DS - ID – IDF 
 - location: under the clamping line of the suction line to the reservoir number: 2 per car 

- column LHS2: no. D 391 - 108 black box. The unmarked seal D 391 - 108, must be used on 
the DS - ID and IDF types. 

 - column LHM – none; does not occur on types DS - ID and IDF with LHM. 
 
 
Attention: the white marked seals have to be REPLACED after each assembly 
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